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INTERNATIONAL SELECTION
CINEMA MEETS LIVE PERFORMANCE
BRENT GREEN & SAM GREEN, FILMMAKERS
LIVE CINEMA
Brent Green & Sam Green - USA

06.06 Second stage

Do you tour with the show a lot? What is your experience
in showing it to different audiences and what kind of
expectations do you meet?
Sam Green: We had many shows in North America. Tonight
is our first European performance; later on, we will present
Live Cinema in the festival in Sibiu, Romania. It's always
interesting to see what works and what doesn't work.
Translation is also always interesting and important mainly
because of the humor. Brent's work is like poetry and that is
always hard to translate. It also depends on the context,
whether we show the work in a film festival, or a theatre or
music festival, the expectations are different. But I think
that if people read little something about it, they always
understand. In the theatre world people really value live
performance. In the film world, they appreciate the aspect
of live cinema because everybody can watch the movie on
the phone but it's not that fun.
From the press conference on 6 June.
Elena Angelova worked on the material

What was your starting point for Live Cinema?
Sam Green: I am a documentary filmmaker, while Brent is
animation maker and for the past ten years we are fond of
presenting our work live. We live in a time where a lot of
people watch films on their laptops, on youtube or even on
their phones. These are very diminishing ways to experience cinema. We are very interested in cinema as a collective
experience. Many people say: You are making such a new
form!, but we are actually working with precedents in the
history of cinema.
Brent Green: I think Sam said it with his first live cinema
piece, which was about utopia. It was called Utopia in four
movements. The idea was that somebody is sitting in a
darker room while watching a film about utopia on his
laptop and that is really depressing. Because things like
utopia usually bring us together.
In your show, there is also a musical part, like a concert.
How did you come up with the idea to bring the
musicians also on stage?
Brent Green: I came mostly out of the music world. When I
finished my first film in 2002, we just took it on a tour like I
would do it for a record. So we were just playing in rock
clubs music (I play the guitar) with the films. And from
there came the idea for the music.

WE EXPERIMENT WITH
A SERIES OF SHOWS
MAX SCHUMACHER AND VENELIN SHURELOV,
PRODUCTION, TEXT, STAGE DESIGN
Where did you meet Max Schumacher and the team of
post theater and how was Satellites born?
Venelin Shurelov: We met 15 years ago in Belgrade and
since then we have met at various festivals. We have always
thought about the opportunity to make a joint project.
Their theatrical practices in combination with the technology and performance are very different from what we see
on stage in Bulgaria. They work on a topic, recruiting a
team for each project, and are extremely reflexive and
critical about the use of technology. We sat down and
started talking about what we could have in common. A
topic that emerged was the history of Bulgaria and Eastern
Germany within the context of space exploration. Bulgaria,
as well as Eastern and Western Germany contributed to
that; they participated differently at the periphery of the
great competition between the United States and the
USSR. The feeling of national pride, and of an essential
contribution to something that is so global and significant
to mankind has proved to be too transient, and we have
found that it can not be experienced in full in Bulgaria. The
scope of our work exceeded the area of statistics, of
information, of things directly related to space research.
We tried to build a story through two characters - two
cosmonauts who have been abandoned in space after
1989, in the period of the changes that have occurred since
the fall of the Berlin Wall. We look at that time through the
perspective of two passive observers, from their position of
two human beings who experience all the euphoria and

Where is the meeting point between documentaries and
cartoon?
Brent Green: I think, what makes the show interesting is
the way the works inform each other. For example, Sam's
work makes people more laugh while my work brings up
the emotional subtext in Sam's films. It is strange though
because the first time we did the show we did not know if it
would work. It was awesome and we spent a while figuring
out why.
Live Cinema is in a way going back to the beginnings of
cinema. What is the difference between your work now
and the past?
Sam Green: In early cinema there is of course live music and
images. However, what we are doing now, you could never
do in the past. In our work everything is in a laptop. It is very
HD (high definition), very fantastic-looking material which
is just projected from a laptop. Ten years ago, you never
could do that, you had to make a film print. In every show,
we try to change the programme as we try to be flexible.
Brent Green: As even inside the film, during the show, I'm
basically editing it live. So I would stretch or shorten some
shots.

REVIEWS
TO SAY IT ALL IN FIVE MINUTES
The Live Cinema made me feel the little things and the
important details that seem to be in the moments that
usually elude us. Sam Green has done this through the
image, through the documentary cinema. Brent Greene is
rather a performer-poet, combining text and music, while
the cartoon at the backdrop was like the third dimension
between poetry and music. It turned out that everything
could be said in five minutes (this was roughly the duration
of the films).
Lyudmila Dimova, Journalist, Culture Portal

A VERY ENJOYABLE EXPERIENCE
I have good impressions of the Live Cinema. It is a nice
type of presentation that looks like a post-production
process that is being shown to the audience. On the one
hand, there is a feeling that you are watching several
documentaries and several cartoons, but the stories are
short, unobtrusive and communicative. Generally, they
create a very enjoyable experience.
Javor Gardev, theater and film director

SATELLITES
post theater – Germany
& Subhuman Theater – Bulgaria

06.06 Art Gallery

uncertainty of being part of an organism that subsequently
discards them.
What was the research that you had to do before starting
to do Satellites
Max Schumacher: I had to read a lot of books about
international space stations or the collaborations in space
between USA and USSR. I'm not so much interested in the
technical details but in political and cultural dimensions of
international space collaboration. I made a big research on
Soviet Russia in general related to the space component.
There is a belief in science and in space exploration that is
stronger than the belief in communism. But it was used
somehow for the belief in communism and nowadays it's
used for some form of patriotism.
How does the audience participate in Satellites as an
interactive performance-installation?

Venelin Shurelov: Presenting this project here, in Varna,
we try to place spectators themselves in the position of
actors. As far as performing is concerned, this is a curious
and very risky move that we will perform for the first time,
and we will actually be able to see the result. However, this
anxiety around the actor's sacred position is important for
the theatrical practice in Bulgaria so that the actor's position and presence in the theater projects could be reduced
and liberalized. This is the first performance of Satellites
without actors and we are trying to adapt everything
around this idea. After we created it, we thought about
whether this whole system could work otherwise, without
losing its impact and the content that was locked within
the work. This is a very compressed format. For a very short
time, the spectator becomes part of this system. He
monitors what is happening in the capsule where the
astronauts are from aside then comes his turn to stand in
their place. We strive to create a very flexible and dynamic
environment in which to change the viewpoints.
Why did you decide to do this second version of the
performance without the actors?
Max Schumacher: Space stations are visited by different
astronauts on different missions, so it's a subject matter of
different people coming with their own stories or experiments. We created this installation - our starship, and now
we want to fill it with new people. There would be also a
new version with professional performers again; it's very
interesting to try out different things. In essence, we
experiment not only with one show, but with the series of
shows. This is what the space stations do; they are too
expensive to have only one mission.
Siyana Nedyalkova worked on the material.
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BULGARIAN SELECTION | SHOWCASE
IVAN DOBCHEV, DIRECTOR
What is Homo Sovieticus?
In her book Secondhand Time, Svetlana Alexievich uses
the term Homo Sovieticus to denote something pertaining
to the 'Soviet era'. The term is a common name for a person
who is the product of the Marxism / Leninism laboratory.
This is a special type of product of this philosophy, of this
mode of living. This person has unique features which are
inscrutable for the Western man. This applies to a great
extent to the socialist man who once lived in Bulgaria and
to some extent, to people in Romania. Things are somewhat different in the former Czechoslovakia and Poland,
but all of us who were once in the so-called Warsaw Pact
have these scars. This is not a conviction. The Nuremberg
process condemned Hitlerism and everything derived from
its propaganda and way of thinking, while no such court
case was heard in the Soviet Union and no convictions were
made. No one said, "This is bad, and we know it was evil."
So, this evil continues to reproduce itself, it mimics and
adjusts. It somehow obsesses with the so-called "democracy". In this "democracy" the Homo Sovieticus is still alive.

THE BRIGHT FUTURE OF THE FLEA MARKET
Theatre laboratory Sfumato
05.06 Second stage

THE BIG DARK SHADOW

create it with all its hands, hair, legs and everything else,
then you push it into an abyss and whatever does not break
and remains intact  that's the sculpture itself.
One of the characters in the show says the fall of
Communism is the discarding of a whole civilization on
the dump. Is this not a trauma that is spoken about
quietly, as if the National Commissariat of the Interior is
still eavesdropping?
The point is that it does not happen as a trauma; this
dumping at some point turns into something like a market.
Suddenly it becomes exotic. The "Soviet era", all this civilization is being sold to tourists. As it says in the book, Italians
are trying on Soviet caps saying, "Horosho, horosho, ala
Rus!". Everything becomes very grotesque, as if this stuff is
in the dump at the same time as it becomes a commodity.
This is a paradoxical phenomenon of adapting to this change. This civilization must disappear, it must be gone, while
it is suddenly transformed into a stall of the consumer's
spirit of the time.
I will quote once again the play:To condemn Stalin we
must condemn the people closest to us. Is it only
through blame that we can reconsider our recent past?
A significant topic in the show that we are gradually
moving towards is repentance. If we truly want to part with
this past, we have to go through, so to say, repentance,
because the borderline between perpetrators and victims is
absolutely blotted out. This is one of the achievements of
Homo Sovieticus. Your closest person can betray you and
become your hangman: your niece, your neighbor, who is
basically a nice guy. Therefore, it is necessary for all to
acknowledge sin in order to come to repentance. Most
people interviewed by Svetlana Aleksievic, doubt that this
is possible. That is, it is not possible. Therefore, all of this will
stay with us like some cancer formation and will never
disappear. This is the big dark shadow hanging over this
country.
Plamen Harmandzhiev asked the questions.

What do you need so that an atelier can become a complete performance?
You need to find a topic around which all participants,
using some material, recognizing themselves or rediscovering themselves, start to form something; they need to
create a single stream and some parabola that is needed
for the concept. It starts with touching, creating a convention about what these characters are, what the actors will
do, what kind of exchange they are doing, and what's the
point, the bottom line of everything. When this happens,
the atelier can really invite viewers. Yes, this is an unusual
form of creating a spectacle. It is not thought of as a performance, but is gradually transformed into one or, to use
Michelangelo's metaphor: a sculpture gets real when you

SHOWCASE
FOR US THE PERFORMANCE
IS RELIGION

JULIE, JEAN AND KRISTINE
Sfumato Theatre Laboratory

06.06 Main stage

MARGARITA MLADENOVA, DIRECTOR
How did you choose the titles for To Damascus Strindberg programme?
There were three performances in this programme: Dance
of Death, Julie, Jean and Kristine and To Damascus.
They were included in our European tour and presented at
many prestigious festivals. The reason is that we create
programmes: we move in the same author's space, not a
piece here and a piece there. Strindberg is ahead of his time
in his worries and warnings about what's happening to the
human being. Especially in Julie, Jean and Kristine, he
looks into man's dark side, he perceives the whole person not what we know, but what we get to know through his
manifestations. Particularly important is the topic of the
pragmatic person who begins to look at his life not as a
being, not as a spirituality but through a pragmatic
measure. This sounds very familiar today. This makes Julie,
Jean and Kristine a performance beyond time, beyond its
own storyline. I want the young audience to make exactly
that association: "What happens to a man who is forced to
live pragmatically under an empty sky."
How have you kept the performance alive over these ten
years? Have you changed anything?
I don't believe that you need to change something to keep
a performance alive. What is important is how you rehearse
and how you achieve. We used to cling to each other 
myself, Danny Lyahova (scenographer) and the three
actors, from morning till night. If there is any philosophy, it
is that the whole play is due to the non-play. We seek to
provoke an ecstatic impulse, which then turns into an
excessive one, to provoke it unconditionally in our rehearsals. You get off with your character and your acting

consciousness at first. Each time you have to take the flight
head down. There are performances that somehow
shorten the paths to this result, and then we gather together, say things, even some things we try on stage, but these
are rather attempts to unleash the spring of impulse. For us
the performance is religion. Each time the actors come
hours earlier  they do not simply read the text, they do not
just put on slowly parts of their costumes, they communi-

cate, they discuss moments from the last performance that
were not acted out in the best possible way and how to get
back in high gear. This is done by everyone  together.
Sfumato is a school and these actors deeply believe in this
school.
Lyubomir Parushev asked the questions.

The Diary of a Madman was memorable with all its energy, which builds up to a real blast. I am fond of classical
drama, but I do not want to exclude the other wonderful
shows in the programme.

their own aspect; they all made a unique contribution to
my taste, to the way I take in theatre. In No Man's Land
the directing and the energy on stage was terrific.

FESTIVAL FORUM
STEFAN MARKOVSKI, ITI MACEDONIA
What is the purpose of your visit?
I'm a playwright and a screenwriter. I am here in my capacity of ITI member. I am pleasantly surprised by the programme of the whole festival. I am interested in the possibility of
creating contacts and possible collaboration.
Which performances would you single out?
During the days I attended, I was able to watch productions at a very high level. There were different performances
of any scale. The programme is very rich. In Julie, Jean and
Kristine the direction was brilliant  all the time I was completely engulfed by the intense action on stage. I was quite
impressed by the stage reading of Torsten Buchstein's play
Trauma. I would also love to see a film interpretation.

JOEY GUASTELLA, THE DRAMA LEAGUE, BENEFACTOR
MEMBER
What impressed me the most in the productions I have
seen at the festival so far, is the level of performance. In the
stage reading of the play Trauma I saw two amazing
actresses. In general, I have to say that the level of talent
and actors' training in Bulgarian theatre is very deep and
precise. Actors include their audience and know how to
pull in people. I wish more people from the USA knew what
kind of performance level is going on here in Bulgaria. All of
the performances I saw from the festival were unique in

I think that the collaboration between The Drama League
and Varna Summer Theatre Festival is very necessary
because many places in the USA, including New York City
are not necessarily reaching out for Bulgaria. It's representing an ongoing, step building process through the efforts
of Art Office and The Drama League. We hope that our
presence helps Bulgaria, because it helps us too: it opens
our eyes and gives us a chance to bring up new talents into
the USA too.
Lyubomir Parushev and Elena Angelova
worked on the material.
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SHOWCASE
THEATER MEANS TO STAY TOGETHER

a much larger structure. Younger artists from all over the
world connect and interact differently. They learn about
their own issues earlier in life. They understand more 
trough the social media, through the means of communication they have access to. Also there is the fact that the
English language is becoming the official language of our
planet. I believe that this topic could be looked at from
different points of view. Putting these two groups together
was extremely important, because not just that they will
learn from each other by interacting, but will also realize
that for the human nature, the human spirit, no matter
where it grows  whether in a different continent, or
different country  the issues, the problems, the important
questions remain the same. They're learning that their
dreams are not much different. There is no other topic,
which felt more immediate and more important to be
explored other than the one of identity.

MARGARITA MLADENOVA, DIRECTOR

ATELIER “MY SELF”
Pace School of Performing Arts, New York | Theatre Laboratory Sfumato
How did you decide on the work topics in the Atelier My
Self?
Already last summer during a meeting with Ion Cosmin
from the Pace School of Performing Arts, project author
and lecturer, he mentioned the topic of identity. We said
that for a year we had been working on the same topic
with our students, so things just coincided. We told him
about our method of work: "I remember, therefore I am"
and "Where do you come from, man?" These are topics
related to knowing your identity - through your emotional
memory and the memories you keep; through the dreams
whose meaning you are not sure of but which nevertheless
have a message and through them you understand things
about your own content even if it is in the unconscious.
When the actor says it "here and now", he aligns the reality
of the memory with the attempt to figure out this statement publicly. This is the way to restore your wholeness
and one moves step by step to the discovery of one's own
identity. Thus the participants are enabled to meet
through their revelations. From a pedagogical point of
view the program "I remember, therefore I am" is new. It
has allowed our students to open themselves to one
another already at the beginning of their studies through
these revelations. This approach laid a foundation upon

07.06 Art Gallery

which the life of the class is based - without inhibitions.
They did not approach each other slowly, cautiously, with
reservations. Theater means to stand together not only
physically, not only mentally even but radically, through our
entire being, and each of us should have the ability to put
what we create a little higher than themselves. Only then
will he or she be able to manifest their true self.

THERE IS NO OTHER TOPIC
WHICH IS MORE IMPORTANT
NOW THAN IDENTITY
ION COSMIN CHIVU, PACE SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS,
DIRECTOR OF THE BA INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE
ENSAMBLE, NY, USA
You were the main initiator of the Atelier My Self. How
did you come to its topic?
I proposed the topic of identity, because the age of the
students, that are now part of this workshop, screams to be
talked about. I think it's a very important topic now in the
world. We're not who we were 10 years ago, or 15 years
ago culturally. We start to belong, or feel that we belong to

Is there according to you something new in the approach
of Margarita Mladenova and Ivan Dobchev of making
theatre?
Absolutely! First of all let me say that our students are very
fortunate to be working with Margarita Mladenova and
Ivan Dobchev. This is the chance of their lives to experience
something that they don't have the opportunity to do in
the US. They usually do acting or directing between 3 and 5
hours a week. Here is about 10 to 15 hours. The way their
choices had been looked at and the way they are not just
helped, but directed to make the choice that feels right to
them, it's extraordinary. We can't afford to have laboratory in America, unless it's a summer retreat. This is a
chance to deconstruct the way they learn things. It's almost
like surgery, like taking everything out with the precision of
a surgeon, which Margarita and Ivan possess. When they
came to NY for the first week of the workshop, it was
extraordinary, because not just they implemented this new
system of work, but every single time students were in
shock and in disbelief that this system of work even exists.
I'd say their system of work is connected to ours as humans,
to the heartbeat of a person. It is unique the way the
students responded. They opened their minds and their
imagination. They understood how they're becoming
vulnerable in public, what they do and what they'll do for
the rest of their lives.
Lyubomir Parushev worked on the material.

FESTIVAL FORUM
I LOOK FOR THE ABILITY OF THE
ARTIST TO COMMUNICATE A STORY

SHOWCASE MEETING

JOSEPH V. MELILLO, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER OF BAM
(BROOKLYN ACADEMY OF MUSIC), USA
I would like that we talk first a little bit about Brooklyn
Academy of Music.
The Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM) is America's oldest
continually operating performing arts center.
I have read that it has a history of 150 years. You've been
its executive producer since 1999. This is almost two
decades and they have been quite dynamic and dramatic.
The world has changed a lot, New York has changed a
lot
And specifically Brooklyn has changed. It has become a
very vital part of New York City because of the young artists
and creative people who have moved to Brooklyn because
they cannot afford their apartments and studios in
Manhattan. BAM has benefited by this young and very
exciting community that is in Brooklyn right now.
Sensibility has changed. There has been big changes in how
art is produced and created. The whole digital technology
world is changing how artists are making work. We are
much more global now than ever before. So it's very
exciting time.
What is the main challenge BAM is facing now as a
cultural institution? How do you see its role as such?
We have to balance being responsive to the local
community. That's not just in our immediate geography.
Brooklyn has become a very important place for people
who are making work and BAM needs to spend time
looking at who these artists are and finding the way to be
responsive to them. BAM is also performing and cinema art
center. We have four cinemas and we are doing more and
more programming of Brooklyn filmmakers. That is really
an important thing. In Brooklyn we have also the largest
African-American population in all of the USA. We have a
fantastic celebration of the continent of Africa called Dance
Africa Festival. So it's a different kind of identity for an arts
organization, a cultural organization than you have here in
Bulgaria.
In what sense?
We have cultural diversity of such magnitude. In Brooklyn
there are 2.8 million people. It is big and that's why it
became also a separate city. Now it is the fifth largest city in
America. So, it's very different.
This is linked in a way to my next question - how do you
approach the programming specifically of international
work at BAM?
That leads to the discussion why I am here, accepting the
invitation of The Drama League, that has a commitment to

05.06 Social Teahouse

Bulgarian theatre. I accepted the invitation to join them
here because I've never been here before. I've been to
Romania, Poland and to other central European and
central Asian countries. I felt this is the right opportunity to
come and be introduced to Bulgarian artists.

TOPIC, PROCESS AND MISSION ARE
MOST IMPORTANT FOR THE
BULGARIAN THEATRE
VLADISLAVA FEKETE, THEATRE INSTITUTE BRATISLAVA, NEW
DRAMA FESTIVAL, SLOVAKIA

What are your impressions of the artistic programme
here, at the Varna festival?
By now, I've seen artists who are committed to
contemporary work and they have been built to deliver
quality acting. I'm very impressed with Bulgarian actors and
now I'm beginning to understand the traditions that
Bulgaria has in terms of theatre.

I come from Theatre Institute in Bratislava and New
Drama Festival. This is my first time at Varna Summer
festival and first touch with Bulgarian theatre. I've read few
articles about it in some European editions. I tried to search
for connection between Bulgarian and Slovak theatre
practice, because the theatre lives in our countries is very
similar. We are both post socialistic countries with a similar
system, state theatre with a big support from the Ministry
of Culture and independent theatre. I think I saw this
situation in the festival. However, it is not time for generalization, because I saw only 3-4 performances. I think that
for the Bulgarian theatre the most important things are the
topic, the process and the mission. On the first level, the
productions I saw were very strong, they had a clear idea,
as the presentation and the theatricality were not so
important. I saw that the connection between art and society is very important. The greatest extraordinary feeling I
had was during the show Songs from my Shows by Ivo
Dimchev. This man has an angel voice, he's a brilliant performer and stage loves him. As I know that he's preparing
something in August for Impulstanz and as Bratislava is
really close to Vienna, I plan to go and see his work.

Angelina Georgieva asked the questions.

Elena Angelova worked on the material.

When you are watching a piece from abroad, what are
you looking for in it in order to be convinced to show it at
BAM?
I like to say that I'm tabula rasa. I walk into the theatre, I
have no prejudices, I'm just going to accept what the artists
are making and I look for the ability of the artist to
communicate a story that they want to tell. It doesn't
matter what language the piece is. But are they telling the
story clearly, coherently? Are there production values of
quality and specificity We produce The Next Wave
Festival, which is made up of progressive, innovative,
contemporary work in the performing arts. So I look for
new ideas in performance.

VARNA SUMMER
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SHOWCASE
NOSTALGIA, LOVE
AND INSPIRATION
SVETLANA YANCHEVA, ACTRESS AND JAVOR GARDEV, DIRECTOR
VALENTINE'S DAY
Ace Art
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It is almost 10 years since the first performance of
Valentine's Day. The show seems to remain within the
same parameters, but has time changed anything in it?
Svetlana Yancheva: The fact that we are no longer what
we were ten years ago is a big enough change. The reason
to say this text now, to be in the characters' world now is

different because 10 years is quite a long time during
which the point of view changes.
Javor Gardev: Unlike many performances, in this case time
brings a positive change, because all the actors are getting
closer and closer to the age of their characters. This
performance is based on a play that refers to a cult film
from Soviet times. It has this sentimental layer of past time,
which at the time it was written (the 1990s) was already
retrospective. So it deals with the past and therefore
invariably contains a nostalgic layer. So these 10 years add a
new nostalgia to the performance which is from the
present time of the show to its beginning which was a long
time ago.
Was there anything that seemed out of date when you
resumed your rehearsals? Were there any scenes or lines
that you thought were better cut off in the new version?
JG: Very few in fact, but they do not relate to the topicality
of the play, because it is a text that will not grow old with
time. Ivan Viripaev makes all his plays in a particular genre
that makes them detached from the specific daily reality
and allows to be interpreted also at other times. And the
topics are so universal that it is not possible for the play to
grow old. It seems to me that Viripaev writes time-proof
plays and this applies not only to Valentin's Day but to his
other plays as well.

How did the text, the process and the completed performance contribute to your personal understanding of
love?
SY: They confirmed it. Everything that exists in this world:
hatred, wars, pain, are born only by love - that's the way it
is and will always be.
JG: I can not say that the understanding of love has
changed. All rationalizing that is related to love is always
necessarily beyond it. By rationalizing I mean operations of
your mentality or mind relating to love; writing plays is also
a kind of rationalization, no matter how emotionally
charged it is. That is, I write about love, but it is not love
when I write about it; and the thing written about love is
not love. Nothing but love is love. In this sense, the
concepts of love are elusive interpretations, in which you
say, "Yes, indeed, here is a very good logic, this is very well
written, it is very well indicated, it is just 'pinned down' here
with the needle, so to speak ...". And it seems as if you
know what love is, but it is never quite clear until you feel it.
And when you feel it, you do not need to be clear. We're
just circling around this and trying to name it, but we can
never go to the limit, it seems to me.
Emilia Toncheva asked the questions.

BULGARIAN SELECTION
STAYKO MURDZEV, DIRECTOR
What interests did the play Equus arouse in you?
For a long time alongside directing I've been exploring the
whole ground around Jungism. I am primarily concerned
with the psychoanalytic dependence in the theater and
how it could work first through the lab activities with the
actor and then leave the stage in energy form and reach
the spectator. We have two levels of search for the psychoanalytical through the theater: first through / via the
actor and then from the actor through / via the spectator. I
endeavor to form a kind of energy that the spectator can
transfer to the actor himself. This is not new in theatrical
practices, but for me it is quite interesting and there are
very few testimonies and documents (especially in
Bulgarian) about the connection between the Jungian
psychoanalysis and the theater. I am trying to create such a
document through my work.
Equus deals with a specific psychological case. Was the

Yungian approach the one that helped you find your
directorial key to the play?
Yes, as a springboard to the text. But the textural flesh that
spectators see is an adapted version on my part. However,
the lab with the actors comprised different methods. Peter
Schaffer himself has set different types of psychoanalysis in
the text; we can not fix a school or a trend that will
determine the text. With the actors, we were very engaged
in Moro's psychodramatic approach. We did a workshop
with Juliana Saiska, who is a psychodramaist and a
performer. There followed a number of consultations with
Freudists, professors of child psychology and psychiatry,
with family constellation consultants. There was a host of
specialists who advised us, so as through the theater we
could organize all this scientific matter into a theatrical
activity.
The image of the horse naturally prevails in the visual
concept of Equus. Would you tell us more about the
image of man-horses?
This zoomorphic aspect is set in the genesis of the text. The
horse is a basic symbol, a sign, a motor that moves the
action. He is the denominator of the text and a very

EQUUS
Youth Theatre
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THE THEATRE
PERFORMANCE AS A DREAM

powerful archetype. But the specificity of our work is to
turn the archetypal symbol into action. Here comes the
formula for dreamed action; the theatrical show must be
able to juggle with time, place and action as in a dream.
The theatrical performance for me is a dream. And
dreaming is both psychological and ecstatic.
Elena Angelova asked the questions.

FESTIVAL FORUM
REFLECTIONS
ON THE
BULGARIAN SELECTION
KAMELIA NIKOLOVA, THEATER RESEARCHER
The Bulgarian selection this year at the 25th edition of the
Varna Summer International Theatre Festival continues a
firmly established tradition to show the best of the theatre
season. I would certainly like to highlight several performances. Some impressive adaptations were staged this
year showing original directorial approaches and powerful
acting. I mean, above all, Anna Karenina, No Man's
Land and Shakespeare In Love. A curious trend is also
the masterful performance of contemporary comedies. I'd
like to mention here The Name of the Theatre of Satire
directed by Zdravko Mitkov, with distinctive acting
performances. I would also highlight the movement based
performance Golem by Anna Dankova , which is part of
the Showcase programme. I think this is one of the leading
achievements in the area of contemporary dance and
performance. There is also something missing which is not
a matter of the selection of the festival, but rather reflects a
picture of the Bulgarian theater as it is at the moment: the
insufficiently wide open fan of different genres and forms.

THEATRE
IN BULGARIA AND SLOVAKIA
ARE QUITE SIMILAR
DOMINIKA ZATKOVA, THEATRE INSTITUTE IN BRATISLAVA,
DIRECTOR OF NEW DRAMA FESTIVAL, SLOVAKIA
You've been already three days at the festival. What are
your impressions of the Bulgarian productions that
you've managed to see now?
I can say that the theatre in Bulgaria and Slovakia are quite

similar. I think it's because we have a very similar social
history. Òhe performances I saw from the repertoire
theatres  "No Man's Land" and "The Bright Future of the
Flea Market", spoke of themes that resonate very strong
also in Slovakia  how our situation is still dependent on our
former union friend, what we can do with cruelty and
populism, what is bringing the extreme ideas nowadays.
I'm happy that I had the chance to see also some
independent productions and they are quite nice and
extraordinary. If we speak about Golem, for example, I
understand that these young artists have something to say
about the world and its problems now. The language they
use is strong and maybe even shocking. But what can we
do with it? I missed a little bit its goal. But the female
performers were very nice.
What are according to you the main challenges for
contemporary playwriting now?
The contemporary playwriting has to find a way how to
speak to the audiences about these issues that I mentioned
before; to find a way to educate people or to try to say that
life is beautiful and be careful what you do with it.
Albena Tagareva and Siyana Nedyalkova
worked on the material.

I DEEPLY BELIEVE
IN AUDIENCE
DEVELOPMENT
DAGMARA GUMKOWSKA, TEATROMANIA INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL, POLAND
Could you please present yourself briefly.
I am art promoter, producer, curator, programmer and
fundraiser. Since many years I've been running Teatromania
International Theatre Festival along with other projects,
involving independent Poland theatre companies.

Currently I started to work with regional theatre in
Katowice.
What are your impressions from the Varna Summer
Theatre Festival programme?
I have to say that I like the programme. There are many
performances that I liked  Diary of a Madman, Julie,
Jean and Kristin, Songs from my Shows. In the very
beginning I watched No Man's Land which is a really
powerful show that tackles the issue of Balkan war as a
metaphor for every war that can happen for no reason or
every reason could be a reason. The actors performed quite
powerfully. The stage reading of Trauma didn't really feel
as a reading and I liked that. The text is addressing the issue
of violence, traumatic experience: we see the problem
though the eyes of a person who had been hurt, but who is
trying to help other people in order to reveal other issues
and problems. The successful result that we watched in my
opinion came from the actresses, they were brilliant. I also
liked Softmachine. It reveals how often traditional dance
is aimed for tourists, so the form is quite exploited.
For you as a curator what makes you program a
performance?
First comes the quality, but I always think about the context
in order to know who you are organizing the event for. In
this respect every venue; every festival has its own identity
and logic. There is no set of rules, and that is the charm of
curating. In addition, I deeply believe in audience development, as theatre can have many faces and shapes.
Siyana Nedyalkova, Albena Tagareva and Elena
Angelova worked on the material.
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